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Introduction: 

FIBER DEPLOYMENT UPDATE 
End of Year 1987 

By Jonathan Kraushaar 

Industry Analysis Division - Common Carrier Bureau 

Federal Communications Commission 

The primary purpose of this report is to present current data on 
fiber deployment in both the local and interexchange markets. The report 
reflects the results of a recent survey of carrier fiber deployment. It 
includes data on both the interexchange carriers and the Regional Bell 
Holding Companies and updates an earlier analysis entitled "Fiber Deployment 
as of Year End 1987" released in December 1986. 

Background: 

Fiber optic communications systems are playing an increasingly 
important role in the networks of all major carriers, both for local and 
toll telecommunications traffic. New developments are continuing to affect 
the economic landscape associated with this maturing technology and have 
attracted the attention of many industry observers. Last year's 
report, which summarized the total fiber deployment by interexchange 
carriers and the Regional Bell holding companies, provided a basis for 
quantitatively evaluating potential network capacity. 

Three basic high capacity systems were identified last year: the 405 
Megabit systems with a capacity of 9 DS-3's or 6048 circuits per fiber pair, 
565 Megabit systems with a capacity of 8,000 circuits per fiber pair and new 
1. 76 Gigabit systems then under development, with a capacity of 36 DS-3's 
or 24,192 circuits per fiber pair. 1 The 1.7 Gigabit systems were not 
expected to be available for at least one more year but, due to rapid 
development, are already being deployed. 

1 A DS-3 is a multiplexed bundle of 672 circuits. Early multimode 
systems handled a single DS-3. In this report the term Gigabit will 
be used to denote Gigabits per second and Megabit will be used to 
denote Megabits per second. These are sometimes referred to as 
throughput rates or '"'imply throughput. 



Systems with a throughput of 3.4 Gigabits are expected to be available 
by 1990 and 6.8 Gigabit systems using ''wave division multiplexing" are under 
development. All these systems utilize the same strands of fiber which have 
already been deployed by most carriers, allowing for future expansion of 
existing systems without laying new cable.2 

Review of Recent Developments 

Five major nationwide fiber systems have been built. These are NTN 
(National Telecommunications Network-- a consortium of several regional 
companies), Lightnet, U.S. Sprint, MCI, and AT&T. The development of 
technology, number of competing carriers, and resulting system capacities 
may prove to provide a virtually limitless supply of circuits using the 
underlying fiber investment made by these companies. Because of these and 
other developments, new fiber deployment by all but the largest entities 
has ceased or s ignific an tly slowed. The significant amounts of fiber already 
deployed coupled with their low noise and vast potential capacity will 
continue to affect the industry. This will affect the relative switching 
and transmission economies and resulting cost of service for many years .. 
The impact on significantly lower transmission cost of full service carriers 
and ultimately on end user rates, however, will continue to be only one of 
the many elements affecting interexchange rates. 

During the past year in the interexchange market, AT&T, U.S. Sprint, 
Williams Telecommunications (WilTel), Litel, and MCI have undertaken 
significant expansion of their networks. AT&T has nearly doubled its fiber 
network size. AT&T's huge fiber capacity increase appears to be related to 
three factors. These are ubiquity, moves toward a global fiber network, 
and the need for route redundancy and greater network reliability. Most of 
the smaller entities have completed their plans for now and a few mergers 
have been or will shortly be consummated. The most significant of these is 
the merger of Williams Telecommunications (Wiltel) with LDX to form a new 
entity with over $250 million in assets and over 4500 route miles of fiber. 
Another merger between Southern Net and Southland Fibernet will result in 
over 1,000 route miles. These merged entities form part of the NTN network. 

2 Most systems deployed by the interexchange carriers use single mode 
fiber which have much larger potential throughput than earlier 
multimode systems and utilize laser diode transceivers which are 
rapidly declining in price. 
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Besides the interexchange carriers. the Regional Bell Holding Companies 
have all had extensive modernization and growth deployment of fiber. The 
activities at the local level. while not directly affecting the 
interexchange carriers, will in many cases enhance the local operating 
companies' ability to provide access 'for advanced digital services employing 
an integrated switched digital network or ISDN. Although fiber was 
originally deployed by the local companies for interoffice interconnections. 
the promise of even lower future fiber cost and less expensive termination 
technologies is making it an increasingly attractive means to reduce local 
feeder plant costs and in the future will even be found in the local loop 
itself. particularly for certain customers. 

On the local level, deployment of fiber generally continues unabated. 
The Regional Bell Companies appear to be deploying fiber rather than older 
twisted copper pair plant for growth. There are, however economic 
constraints limiting deployment of fiber loops which will interface with 
existing station equipment. The costs of interfacing hardware has not yet 
declined to the point where fiber loops to local residences are cost 
effective. This has delayed deployment in this portion of plant. However. 
declining cost and the prospect wholly new communications services such as 
wideband data using fiber may prove to be an added future stimulus to the 
deployment of fiber in the local loop. assuming. of course, that demand for 
such services develops. 

Sources, Methods and Data Limitations 

This Report is based on survey work conducted during the fall of 1985. 
1986, and 1987 and is primarily based on a series of telephone interviews 
with key representatives of the major interexchange carriers and the 
Regional Bell Holding Companies. It also cites a number of public 
references which provided useful insights into the promotion and development 
fiber by the industry. Data for the interexchange carriers is summarized in 
Table I and II and data for the Regional Bell holding companies is 
summarized in Table III. 

Interviews with carrier representatives focused on 5 major information 
categories: number of fiber miles deployed, route miles of fiber, percent 
of fibers "lit" or equipped, total investment in fiber facilites as of 
yea rend 1987. and key elements of 1987 construction. In addition. questions 
about outages and system reliability were used to obtain a qualitative 
assessment of the important aspects of fiber reliablity. 

While I attempted to validate data where possible and compare it to 
data provided last year. I had to rely primarily on the accuracy of data 
provided to me verbally. The most significant concern is the danger of 
overcounting due to the.;;large number of leasing and cross ownership 
arrangements in this industry. Where possible. I obtained data on leased 
fiber separately so that it was not included in the owned fiber reported to 
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me. 3 Another problem is error caused by differences in how data for 
ongoing projects was reported. This is a problem especially because data 
for 1987 represents an estimate of how much capacity was expected to be in 
place by the end of the year. 

Probably the most important parameter in assessing the amount of 
potential capacity available is the number of fiber miles deployed. 4 This 
parameter is important since it enables one to determine the total number 
of equivalent voice circuits which can be made available when the terminal 
technology is specified. Since the number of voice circuits which can be 
multiplexed onto a single optical fiber depends significantly on terminal 
and repeater technologies, use of circuit mileages based on current 
technology would provide a misleading picture of capacity. For example, 
new 1.7 Gigabit terminal technology which just now becoming available 
supports up to about 25,000 2-way circuits on a single fiber pair, more than 
3 times the capacity of earlier transmission technologies. Because many 
entrants have only equipped a limited number of fiber pairs initially with 
transmission electronics and "optronics" (at repeater and terminal 
locations), it has been possible to minimize initial investment and to take 
advantage of such new transmission technologies as they become available and 
as future circuits requirements dictate. 

Of course route mile age is also imp or tan t in that it gives a picture 
of the overall size of each carrier's network. It is also useful as a means 
to check data validity, since the number of fiber miles divided by the 
number of route miles gives the average fiber cross section size. Average 
fiber cross sections exceeding 30 could be caused by suspect data, 
particularly problems in how leased and other unowned capacity is handled. 
This validity check proved useful in a couple of instances and resulted in 
what should be more reliable data. I have been informed, for example, that 
MCI's average cross section of about 35 is consistent with a maximum fiber 
cross section of 44 fibers. Leasing and other special arrangements which 
could potentally cause double counting remain a potential source of error. 
Another potential source of error is the fact that some carriers obtained 

3 I requested information on leased and joint capacity from all the 
carriers. From the limited amount of data obtained it appears that more 
than 10% of the total capacity is associated such arrangements. 

4 A fiber cable containg 20 fibers and extending 100 miles would, for 
example, add 2,000 fiber-miles to the total. 
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their fiber mile data by multiplyirg the route mileage_ by what they believed 
to be the average cross section. AT&T's data was provided ir this manner. 
Based on past expe rie nc e, however, it is probably fairly safe to assume that 
this has resulted in a conservative figure. 

A third basic item reported was the percentage of fiber miles lit 
or equipped with basic termiral and repeater hardware. Most systems use a 
separate fiber pair called a protection pair for added reliability. A 
protection pair was considered to be lit for the purpose of this data item. 
This item of data is shown in the tables, attached hereto, but may 
potentially be misleading. First, while it may be simple to calculate the 
lit fiber mile percentage in homogeneous systems with the same number of 
fibers throughout, carriers with complex networks may have taken shortcuts 
in providing this information. In addition, complex protection schemes and 
the need for backhauling traffic in large networks to enhance system 
reliability may either artificially inflate the percent lit figure or lead 
to the conclusion that full exploitable capacity may not always be usable. 
One carrier noted that route redundancy and backhauling may cause an extra 
10-15% of its capacity to be lit. This will be discussed futher in a later 
section this report. It should also be noted that the number of lit fibers 
may have very little to with the number of active circuits since additional 
multiplexing gear is required to derive those irdividual circuits. 

The final two data items are total fiber system investment and key 
construction in 1987. Detailed methodologies for tracking irvestment vary 
widely among carriers and available data in this category was sometimes 
insufficient to establish an adequate commonality for this data item. 
Therefore, data on investment in this report represents a broad estimate and 
may not accurately portray the identical components for each carrier, In 
the case of AT&T, for example, the increase in outside plant during 1987 
was used to estimate fiber construction. This does not include any 
electronics investment associated with multiplexing or derivirg individual 
channels from the broadband fiber medium. Some carriers have ircluded all 
electronics to initially equip their systems and other smaller carriers 
reported total company assets, the bulk of which should represent fiber 
system--investment. In other cases it appears likely that the investment was 
calculated on the basis of a broad gauge cost per mile of system. For the 
purpose of Table II, I have estimated the fiber investment at $75,000 per 
route mile for carriers not providing any investment data. 

System Reliability 

While there is still insufficient actual experience with fiber to 
establish a good quantitative measure of overall system reliability, there 
are a number of reliability issues which are important and merit discussion 
here. Primary failure m.9des of fiber systems are different from microwave 
or even coaxial systems; Experience to date suggests that failures, while 
generally infrequent, are catastrophic when they do occur. It is the 
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failure mode rather than the frequency of failure which is important. In 
two typical recent instances, a flood and a train mishap are typical causes 
of outages which severed an entire cable. There have also been numerous 
instances of cables being severed when dug up by other construction. In 
s001e cases th is may have occurred when a second deployment was made along 
the same right of way. 

The impact of these types of occurrences are not offset by the 
existence of a protection fiber pair in a cable which only protects failure 
an individual fiber or the electronics associated with it. In contrast to 
fiber, the primary mode of microwave outages is weather which may be more 
frequent but generally only affects a single radio channel at a time and 
usually does not require route diversity. Coaxial cable sheaths are less 
likely to be totally severed, but individual coaxial tubes within the sheath 
may easily be damaged. Fiber system (dig up) problems have apparently been 
aggravated by the fact that sooie of the cables may not have been buried very 
deep. These problems appear to be most common in the more densely populated 
areas such as the Northeast. There are, of course, other failure modes of 
fiber related to environmental factors. Changes in temperature and stresses 
on the cable sheath may cause added attenuation in affected sections. These 
problems, however, should be minimized by proper fiber deployment methods. 
While I have insufficient quanititative data observations, it appears that 
most carriers in this survey have exerienced at least one cable break 
within the past year. 

While the probability of catastrophic failure is very small, its 
occurrence requires that traffic be routed around the affected link and 
often requires elaborate precautionary restoration plans which in some cases 
may involve significant backhauling of traffic if recovery is possible at 
all. Small networks without any route redundancy may lose service entirely 
in such instances. Nonetheless, the desirability of alternate routes will 
likely result in increased leasing of circuits from these carriers and has 
undoubtedly impacted the large number of existing joint ventures, capacity 
sharing agreements, and leasing arrangements in the industry. Although 
these problems are more significant in fiber systems because of the huge 
cable capacities and the primary failure mode, it is likely that fewer 
problems of cables being dug up by construction of parallel systems will 
occur in the future as fiber construction winds down. 

AT&T, in response to this general problem, is developing restoration 
plans which will involve switching of fibers at designated nodes. This will 
eventually be set up so that switching can be done from a centralized 
location. This process will then be automated and controlled by computer. 
It is unclear to what extent this problem has affected AT&T's deployment 
plans. U.S. Sprint also has restoration plans which appear to involve some 
backhauling of traffic •. Some carriers, including MCI appear to be relying 
on leased capacity to provide route redundancy on backbone routes. These 
situations would dis tort the measure of lit fiber reported, since spare 
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fibers may have to be dedicated for restoration purposes and thus would not 
be available for traffic grow th. Such factors and the need for system 
redundancy suggest that some fiber systems may actually be less under 
utilized than originally thought. 

New Developments and Trends 

The pace of technological advances in fiber systems has exceeded even 
last year's expectations, as systems in the Gigabit range are already a 
reality and are being installed. Systems operating at 3.4 Gigabits should 
be available within a few years and systems with a throughput as high as 6.8 
Gigabits are under development using multiple wavelengths or optical 
frequencies on a single fiber. Another exciting development now in the 
research stage which will affect the industry within the next 10 to 15 years 
is ultra low loss halide fiber. This new type of fiber can potentially 
provide transmission without repeaters over distances exceeding 2,000 miles 
and undoubtedly will impact future transoceanic transmission systems. Bell 
Laboratories, Corning and others, including the Japanese, have been 
investigating halides, but many very difficult problems, including the 
extreme brittleness of this kind of fiber, are yet to be solved. 

Besides new technological developments, the cost of electronics, 
inc 1 uding lase rs and receive rs, is declining dramatically, and a 50% decline 
in the past three years is typical. Even fiber has declined in price by 
about 50% in the past six or seven years. Changing economies are reducing 
the prove-in thresholds in both long haul and local applications. Fiber is 
thus becoming more cost effective for smaller route capacity cross sections 
and shorter distances. It is expected that local feeder plant which 
provides part of the local loop connection to the central office will become 
the prime area for new fiber deployment over the next several years. As 
costs of loop transceivers decline to the $100 range and as demand for new 
digital and other services increases, fiber will begin to appear in the 
customer's loop. ISDN services, for example, which have been in the 
planning stage for some time will begin to make use of fiber in the local 
loop. 

Worldwide there are a number of suppliers of carrier and fiber cable 
systems. AT&T is a market leader in all areas. Rockwell, NEC, Fujitsu, 
Northern Telecom, Siecor and Ericsson are other major contenders. While a 
number of suppliers are introducing products with a throughput exceeding 1 
Gigabit, each supplier has its own product line with its own individual bit 
rate levels. AT&T, for example, uses a 417 Megabit/1.76 Gigabit/ 3.4 
Gigabit standard, while Fujitsu uses 405 Megabit/810 Megabit/1.7 Gigabit, 
and Ericsson uses at 565 Megabit/1.26 Gigabit/2.46 Gigabit. A number of 
suppliers are now manufacturing repeater and termination systems operating 
at over 1 Gigabit, inclu<fing a 1.13 Gigabit Rockwell System deployed by MCI 
earlier this year. 
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It seems likely that increasing attractiveness of fiber as an 
alternative to satellite communications will have long term implications. 
This is becoming more apparent with lower loss and dispersion fiber and 
resulting increased repeater spacings .and lower cost undersea cable systems. 
AT&T's plans for a "Worldwide Intelligent Network" with about $2.5 Billion 
invested in 1987 and $3 Billion to be invested in 1988 and again in 1989 
is an important indication of this trend. 5 Cable and Wireles which 
constructed the Electra Network in the Southwestern U.S., is also taking 
advantage of this trend. This international venture has assembled a 
signifiant U.S. Network most of which is leased rather than owned capacity. 

In the U.S. this network utilizes capacity leased from Southern Net, 
Lightnet, LDX, and W iltel and some joint owned capacity in a "condominium" 
arragement with Lightnet. The network reportedly will interconnect 
worldwide customers, of Cable and Wireless, as it runs the domestic 
telephone networks of some 16 countries, including such diverse locations 
as Hong Kong, Bahrain and Fiji. The network will join Japan, Hong Kong, 
South Korea and China in the far east with the U.S. and Great Britain. The 
cable across the Atlantic Ocean is termed PTAT, a joint venture with Tel 
optik (now PTAT System) which will likely be taken over by NYNEX (subject 
to court approval). Cable wireless is also involved with Pacific Telecom, 
in a joint venture to build the Pacific fiber system. 

The above developments are quite significant for several reasons. 
First, it is another indication that fiber is rapidly becoming a cost 
effective alternative to satellites for high density overseas 
communications. 6 While the primary focus of this report is on domestic 
intercity fiber systems, it is clear that the declining cost of deploying 
undersea fiber associated with significantly few er repeater requirements and 
higher capacities, as well as much lower delay or transit time in fiber 
compared to satellite transmission~ are shifting the economic and other 
tradeoffs associated with a number of applications in favor of fiber over 

5 According to a November 11, 1987 AT&T press release, this plan will 
expand AT&T 's domes tic digit al network to 60, 000 route miles by 1989 
and 67,000 route miles by 1990 with 74,000 and 88,000 route miles 
respectively, worldwide. The bulk of this digital capacity is 
associated with fiber systems. 

6 Satellite tends to be a more attractive alternative in networking 
arrangements involving arrays of receive and transmit locations with 
low er traffic concentration, while fiber is most attractive in point to 
point links with a bigh concentration of traffic. 
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satellite systems. Second, because the utilization of any communications 
network is significantly affected by its ubiquity, increased use of fiber 
for international traffic resulting in increased overseas capacity is a 
factor which will ultimately reduce the cost of overseas calling and 
contribute to improved utilization of domestic fiber systems. This effect 
will be limited, of course, by factors such as the high cost of 
international access contributing to the cost of international calling, but 
may motivate other international ventures like that of Cable and 
Wireless, 7 Finally, it should be noted that the Cable and Wireless 
venture mentioned above is a benefit to those companies providing fiber 
capacity rather than the full service carriers who build fiber capacity for 
their own use. It is not clear to what extent increased traffic handling 
capacity between the continents will ultimately have on domestic systems; 
however, this is a phenomenon which should not be overlooked in making 
future prognostications. 

The latest trends in carrier systems and repeater costs have 
contributed to a slowing of demand for domestic fiber and a consolidation of 
the industry. Adding new capacity to existing systems is not only possible, 
but is significantly cheaper than just a year ago. Such trends should put 
some downward pressure on cost of providing telephone service. However, as 
noted last year, there are many other factors which limit significant 
immediate declines at the consumer level. 

Conclusions 

This report has attempted to summarize the amount of domestic fiber 
deployed to date and the implications of recent developments and expected 
future technological advances in this industry. Although construction of 
fiber cable systems by interexchange entities has slowed considerably this 
year, the local operating companies and the largest interexchange carriers, 
especially AT&T, are continuing to deploy large amounts of fiber. Rapidly 
declining costs and continuing improvements in the electronics and capacity 
associated with fiber systems now appears to be having the greatest 

7 While costs of transmission are continuing to decline, the high cost 
of international access in the form of landing rights and other charges 
will likely continue to limit the lowering of costs for international 
calling. This situation is most evident in countries with a single 
monopoly provider of telephone service. International 'entry barriers' 
appear to have contributed to an excess in u. S. satellite transponder 
capacity. This capacity will likely be augmented further by an 
increase in the amount of new transoceanic fiber capacity. See FCC 
Transponder Data Rep-Ort, November 17, 1986. 
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impact, and many carriers are upgrading capacities on existing systems using 
newer term in al and r epea te r electronics. New fiber deployment is probably 
most significant now at the local level and on the international scene. 
Increases in capacity are making fiber a cost effective alternative to 
satellite transmission in high density point to point transoceanic routes. 
Fiber will likely become an even more cost effective alternative when ultra 
low loss 1repeaterless 1 cables are a reality. However, just as local access 
tends to limit the impact of lower inter-city fiber transmission cost, the 
high cost of international access will limit future cost declines in 
overseas tranmission. These access costs represent a significant part of 
the cost of a call but they at least partially reflect the high investment 
associated with providing the numerous interconnections to individual 
subscribers. 8 

At the local level, lower cost electronics is already causing fiber to 
impact local distribution feeder plant and will within a few years lead to 
proliferation of fiber in local loop applications. These developments will 
ultimately increase demand on the long haul domestic routes both for 
transiting international traffic and new domestic services, particularly 
if the local plant investment per subscriber declines. In addition, the 
catastrophic failure mode of fiber and the large amount of carried traffic 
in a single fiber cable will require greater route redundancy. This, too, 
will have an impact on the amount of available capacity. While the amount 
of potential fiber capacity in absolute terms is staggering, especially 
considering the fact that a single fiber pair may soon have a throughput 
of over 6 Gigabits, future prognostications about this industry will require 
all these factors to be considered. 

8 Cost declines due to rapidly developing technology tend to affect local 
plant last, where traffic concentrations are lowest and the need for 
network ubiquity is greatest. Justification for the high cost to pass 
transiting international traffic through a country is less clear. 
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Table I 

Total Estimated Fi'ter Deployed by Major Interexchan9e Carriers 

Route-Hiles Fiber-Hiles Averaoe Fiber 
Cross Section 

Year: 1985 1986 1987 1985 1986 1987 1985 
NTN Partners: 

Li tel 881 950 l,210 13,720 17,274 22,280 15.6 
Hicrotel 800 950 967 8,000 9,500 9,670 10.0 

Southern Net 188 895 895 1,880 8,950 8,950 10.0 
Southland Fibernet 277 277 277 2,770 2.770 2,770 10.0 

* Southern l' Southland • • l,172 • • 11. 7 20 • 
LOX Net 670 l,379 1,379 16,080 33. 096 33,646 24.0 
WilTel 214 2,899 2,899 2, 140 58. 077 75,241 10.0 

• LDX + WilTel • • 4. 278 • • 108,887 • 
Consolidated Network 310 292 352 3,504 3,504 3,864 11. 3 

NTN Subtotal 3,340 7,642 7,979 48,094 133,171 156,421 14.4 

RC! 580 580 620 6,960 6,960 7 ,440 12.0 
Electra 493 493 493 10,194 10,194 10,194 20.7 
MCI 2,560 5,580 6, 317 79,200 167,400 223,894 30.9 
AT&T 5,677 10,893 19,000 136,248 261,432 456,000 24.0 

GTE-Sprint l,20G • • 24,000 • • 20.0 
u. S. Telecom 4,100 • • 98,400 • • 24.0 

u. s. - Sprint • 10,000 17.000 • 190,000 323,000 • 
Liohtnet 2,200 5,000 5,JOO 52,800 120,000 127.200 24.0 
Norlioht 0 0 670 0 0 8,040 0 

Totals 20,150 40,188 56,709 455,896 889,157 l,312,189 22.6 

• See note 2 below. 

Notes: 

(ll NTN is an acronym for National Telecommunications Network. 

t2> As of July 1986 U. S.-Sprint was set up by merger of U. s. Telecom and GTE 
toll facilities. u. S.- Sprint is now a jointly owned subsidiary of United 
Telecom and GTB. Data reflecting mergers of Southland Fibernet with Southern 
Net and Wiltel with LDX are also shown. 

(3) The data in this table does not include fiber capacity associated with leased 
fiber or other special agreements shown in Table II. In some instances this may 
have changed the amount for 1986 from last year's report. Southern Net data 
includes fiber in a joint construction effort with a power utility. MPX. This 
table also relects other corrections in 1986 data. See text for other data 
qualifications. 

1986 1987 

18.2 18.4 
10.0 10.0 
10.0 10.0 
10.0 10.0 

• 10.0 
24.0 24.4 
20.0 25.9 

• 25.5 
12.0 11.0 

17.4 19.6 

12.0 12.0 
20.7 20.7 
30.0 35.4 
24.0 24.0 

• • 
• • 

19.0 19.0 
24.0 24.0 
o.o 12.0 

22.l 23.1 
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NTN Partners: 
Li tel 
Hicrotel 

Southern Net 
Southland Fibernet 

Southern + Southland 
LOX Net 
WilTel 

LOX + WilTel 
Consolidated Network 

NTN Subtotal 

RCI 
Electra 
MCI 
AT&T 
u. s. - Sprint 
Light net 
Nor light 

Totals 

• Data not available. 
•• See note 4 below. 

Approximate Approximate 
Investment Investment 
Millions S per Route mi. 

75. 0 61.983 
69.0 71. 355 
43. 0 48,045 
20.8 • 
63.3 

• • 
• • 

263. 7 61,641 
16.0 45,455 

487.5 

22.0 35,484 
50.0 101,420 

473.8 • 
1.125.0 59,208 
1.275.0 • 

280.0 52,830 
50.2 • 

3.763.4 

••• Leases from Bell Operating Companies 

Notes: 

Table II 

\ Lit Known Agreements •• Key Aspects of 
1987 As of Yearend 1987 1987 Construction 

Route Hi. Fiber Hi. 

54.2% 89 1. 7 34 New fiber 
80.0\ 246 2,460 New fiber/upgrades 
60.0% ••• 101 New fiber routes 

• 

39.9% ... 275 1,100 
45.5% New fiber on existinq route 
43.7\ 
33.0% New fiber routes 

JJ.0% 235 470 New fiber routes/upgrades 
50.0% 

• 2,704 New fiber/upgrades 
• New fiber/upgrades 

65.0% JOO New fiber/upgrades 
64.0\ .. New fiber 
33.0% New fiber routes 

(1) Investment data has not been provided in the same manner for all carriers. Investment per 
route mile is calculated from aggregate investment data and route mileage provided. 

(2) Items included in fiber 
investment was estimated 
qualifications. 

investment vary among carriers. In cases where data was missing, 
on the basis of $75,000 per route mile. See text for further data 

(3) Data on % of fibers lit may be significantly distorted by route redundancy and method of 
reporting this data which is described further in text. considerations affecting when a fiber 
pair is lit or equipped may vary from company to company and generally does not indicate how 
many circuita are presently operating. 

(4) Leasing and other arrangements shown here generally only include agreements for fibers. Hany 
agreements exist at the DS-3 level which are not enumerated in this table, such as a recent 
open ended joint agreement to purchase capacity at the DS-3 level between Liohtnet and WilTel 
and a similar OS-3 agreement of Southern Net with RCI. RCI also has capacity from a joint 
ownership arrangement with Liohtnet which is includ~~ in this table rather than table 1. 
These agreements either provide network redundancy o- ater network ubiquity. 
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Table III 

Estimated Fiber Deployment by Local Operatino Companies 
Aggregated to Regioo~l HoldinQ Company Level 

Route-Miles • 11 Fiber-Miles Average Fiber 
Cross Section 

1985 1986 1987 1985 1986 1987 1985 1986 

Ameritech 3,200 5.200 6,500 77,700 111.100 143,100 24.3 21. 4 
BellSouth 3,830 8,694 11,593 50,807 170,092 212. 623 13. 3 19.6 
Bell Atlantic •• 1,240 4,374 6,482 83,085 150,847 225,128 67.0 34.5 
NYNEX 1,606 3,209 4,346 83. 384 129,743 177,694 51. 9 40.4 
Pacific Telesis •• 3.847 2,484 2,976 • 100,022 64,740 81,291 • 26.0 26.1 
Southwestern Bell •• 1,913 4. 374 6.105 70,490 151, 043 185,672 36.8 34.5 
u. s. West 3,527 5,017 6,451 47. 341 70,082 100,622 13.4 14.0 

Total 19,163 33,352 44,453 512,829 847,647 1,126,130 26.8 

NOTES: 

1 •Consistent data not available. An average estimated fiber cross aection of 26 
was used to calculate the number of fiber-miles of fiber in 1985. 

2 ••Fiber mileage was supposed to reflect total fiber installed, including so 
called unequipped or dark fibers. Pacific Telesis indicated that in 1985 there 
were 26,109 fiber miles of fiber. This, however. only included equipped or 
traffic carrying fiber. CorrespondinQ fiber mile data for 1986 and 1987 was 
18,535 and 22,807 respectively. Last year the co~pany verbally indicated that 
there were 80,210 total (dark plus lit) fiber-miles of fiber in 1986. Thio has 
since been revised to the 64,740 figure provided this year4 The company reports 
a decline in total fiber mileage due to a "records purification proceas" in 1986 
associated with a loss of approximately 1,100 mi1es to AT5T at divestiture and 
almo•t 100 mileo taken out after the 1984 Olympic•. D•ta for d•rk fiber in 1985 
is not available4 Similar proble•a in reporting by the other regional holding 
companies, may have resulted in incorrect assessment• of the total amount of 
fiber in the ground. Note, for example, significant variation in average fiber 
cro•• a•ction between 1985 and 1986 as can be seen in the Bell Atlantic data. I 
have alao noted discrepancies between the data provided to me and data appearing 
in the August 1987 issue of Communications News, page 35; however,the 1987 
aogreoated totals for all companies appears to be fairly comparable. 

3 D•t• ohown for 1987 i• estimated. 
instead of route mileage. 

In several cases sheath mileage was provided 

4 Fiber in the feeder plant, which connects the central office to distribution 
points for local loopa, was only provided by a few companiea and in many cases I 
was informed that thi• data is only available through special study. Data 
provided was calculated on the basia of fiber mile• in feeder plant, except for 
Bell Atlantic which was calculated on the basis of sheath miles in feeder plant. 
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